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Abstract 
In this work we consider the application of an adaptive neural network control for a class of single input single output non linear systems. 
The method uses a neural network system of Radial Basis Function (RBF) type to approximate the feedback linearization law and a fuzzy 
inference system of Mamdani type to estimate the control signal error between the ideal unknown control signal and the actual control 
signal. The rule base of the Mamdani fuzzy system is constructed using simple expert reasoning. The parameters of the (RBF) controller 
are adapted and changed using the gradient descent law based on the estimated control error. The simulation is carried out on a three tanks 
system with the objective of controlling the level of one tank. The simulation results show that the proposed RBF-Mamdani scheme
performs successful and robust control in comparison to the results obtained using a PI controller. 
© 2012 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Centre of 
Humanoid Robots and Bio-Sensor (HuRoBs), Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Universiti Teknologi MARA. 
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1. Introduction 
Adaptive control refers to the control of partially known systems with some kind of adaptation mechanism. Mathematical 
models might not be available for many complex systems in practice, and the adaptive control problem of these systems is 
far from being satisfactorily resolved. Most of the adaptive controllers involve certain types of function approximators in 
their learning mechanism. 
Fuzzy logic systems and artificial neural networks [1, 2, 3] have been widely used as adjustable components in adaptive 
control. In particular, these systems are introduced to approximate unknown nonlinear functions in nonlinear systems in the 
form of linear regression with respect to unknown parameters and then to apply the well developed adaptive control 
techniques. Two methodologies have been used, the direct and the indirect methods. In the indirect method, the fuzzy 
inference system (FIS) is used for approximating the unknown non linear functions appearing in the model while in the 
direct method, the FIS approximates the control law as a whole. The approaches have been studied for variety of models: 
affine [4, 5], non affine [6], perturbed strict feedback [7], strict feedback with time delay [8], uncertain [9] to cite but a few, 
see [10] for a comprehensive survey. In the vast majority of proposed fuzzy and neural adaptive control approaches, the 
tracking error is used as the adaptation signal. Nonetheless, based on the idea of supervised learning, a few authors [11, 12, 
13] have suggested to use the control error as the adaptation signal. However, since the ideal (target) control signal is 
unknown, the approach is not directly applicable. In [11] a fuzzy controller is first designed off line for the plant. The 
control signal obtained is then used as the target signal in the on line adaptation scheme. Recently [12, 14], an estimate of 
the control error is obtained through a Mamadani type fuzzy estimator. 
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In this paper, we report on simulation study of the neural network adaptive control based on the fuzzy estimate of the 
control error. The neural network controller is of radial basis function (RBF) type instead of a fuzzy (of Takagy-Sugeno 
type (TS)[14]) or instead of a neural network (of a multilayered perceptron type (MLP)) controller mostly used in the 
domain of approximator systems. The RBF network contains only one hidden layer. The main advantage of the RBF 
network is that their output depends linearly on the connections weights (hidden layer parameters) and thus the training 
becomes a linear optimisation problem. The parameters updates are then computed using the estimated error. The tested 
plant is a commercially available three tanks system [15] and the objective is to control the level of one of the tanks. The 
obtained results are better compared to those obtained using a PI controller. 
This paper is organised as follows, the control problem is formulated in section 2, the basic structure of the RBF adaptive 
controller and the fuzzy estimator of the control error are described in section 3 and the simulation results are presented in 
section 4. 
2. Problem formulation 
Consider the nth-order nonlinear dynamical system of the following form: 
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Where u, R and Ry  are the control input and output of the system respectively, )(xf  and )(xg  are unknown but 
bounded nonlinear functions. We assume that the state vector nTnTn Rxxxxxxx   
 ),...,(),...,,( )1(21   is available 
for measurement, and we assume that the function 0)( zxg . This is a usual assumption [4]. The control objective is to 
force y to follow a given bounded reference signal )(tym (we assume that its derivatives 
)()1( ),...,( nmm yty , exist and are 
bounded), under the constraints that all signals involved must be bounded. More specifically, determine a feedback control 
u = ),( Txuc based on neural network systems and an adaptive low for adjusting the parameter vectors T  such that the 
tracking error yye m   converges to a neighbourhood of the origin. Define the error vector as  
                                                                    nTn Reeee   ),...,,( )1(                                                                                   (2) 
We choose u to cancel the nonlinearities in a nonlinear system so that the closed-loop dynamics is in a linear form, and 
guarantee tracking convergence. If the functions )(xf and )(xg  are known, then from (1), the control law is  
                                                                             ))(.(
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1
xfv
xg
u  x                                                                                 (3) 
Substituting (4) into (1), we can cancel the nonlinearities and obtain the simple input-state relation        
                                                                                     vx n  )(                                                                                             (4) 
We chose the artificial input v  (an equivalent input) as a simple linear pole-placement controller eKyv Tnm .
)(    that 
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provides guarantee about the stability of the overall system, with the nTn Rkkkk   ),...,,( 110  be such that the 
polynomial 0.......)( 0
1
1   
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 kskssh
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has all its roots strictly in the left-half complex plane. Then the feedback linearization control law obtained from certainty 
equivalence approach is derived in [16] as: 
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Applied to (1) results in 
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this implies that  lim 0)( o
fot
te  (exponentially stable dynamics), which is the main objective of control. Since )(xf  and 
)(xg are unknown, the ideal control xu of (5) can not be implemented. In the next section, we propose a direct RBF 
adaptive control system to approximate this ideal control law.  
3. The structure of the adaptive neural fuzzy controller 
The adaptive controller shown in figure.1 consists of three blocs: an RBF control, a Mamdani fuzzy estimator of the 
control error and the adaptation mechanism. In this section, we describe these elements. 
                 
                                                                   Fig. 1, Structure of the neural fuzzy adaptive controller 
3.1. The neural network adaptive controller 
The RBF network can be considered as a two-layer network with only one hidden layer. The output depends linearly on 
the weights. More explicitly, the output of an RBF neural network system can be put in the following form 
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x  is the input vector, \  is a non linear function called radial basis function, T  are connections weights to be adapted 
(parameters) between the hidden layer and the output layer, ic  are centres of basis functions and nr is the number of basis 
functions. The most used basis function is the Gaussian function. ]...[ 21
T
n
TTT TTTT   contains all adjustable parameters and 
)(x[  is a vector of radial basis functions. It has been proven that (7) can approximate over a compact set Z: , any smooth 
function up to a given degree of accuracy [3, 10]. let xu be the ideal unknown control law that makes tracking error 
yye m   as small as possible. The parameters update will be designed so as to minimize the error ue between
xu and
the output )(.),( xxu Tc [TT  of the of the TS fuzzy controller with 
                                                                             ),( Txuue cu  
x                                                                                (8) 
This leads to the cost function:
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In order to obtain the update laws arising from this objective, we use a gradient descent algorithm: 
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with 0!J  the learning rate and: 
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The control error eu cannot be computed since 
xu is unknown. However, if one can obtain an estimate ueˆ  of eu with the 
correct sign: 
                                                                                               uu ee ˆD                                                                   (12) 
with 0tD  an unknown coefficient, and insert it in (11) in place of eu ,  the direction of the gradient will not be altered. 
Using (7), (11) and (12), (10) can be written as: 
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Since both D and J  are positive, they can be lumped to form the new step size 0!cJ . Under the condition that this step 
size is small enough and in the worst case, the cost function will converge to a local minimum of (9) [17], hence eu will 
remain bounded throughout the search procedure. The fact that eu is a bounded quantity is a key result in this work. In the 
next paragraph, we describe a Mamdani fuzzy inference system for obtaining an estimated ueˆ  with the correct sign. We first 
note that the update law (13) does not guarantee the boundedness of the weights. In order to ensures boundedness of the 
weights, we use the so-called  e-modification [18]:  
                                                                                 TJ[JT 0.ˆ)(.ˆ veze uu cc                                                   (14)  
00 !v  is a design constant.  
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3.2. The fuzzy estimator of the control error 
In this paragraph, we develop the analysis for obtaining the fuzzy estimator of the control error. We first identify the 
situations where the control signal is “correct" in the sense that it is driving the output towards the reference. Without any 
particular knowledge on the system, it is clear that this occurs when the tracking error is maintained at zero or when it is 
decreasing. Referring to figure 2, where the reference is shown in dashed line and various possible trajectories are in 
continuous line with the arrow indicating the direction of the output trajectories, this situation corresponds to trajectories 1,
2, 3 and 4.  On the other hand, the control signal is clearly not correct when the output is drifting away from the reference, 
this corresponds to trajectories 5 to 8 in figure 2. 
                                                               
                                                            Fig. 2, Examples of trajectories ( ___) with respect to the reference (---) 
In order to develop the rule base for the fuzzy estimator, we consider only systems that have a monotonic behaviour that is 
the sign of the static gain is constant for all operating points. For systems having a positive static gain, we can identify two
cases where the control signal is not correct. In the first case, the output may be drifting away from the reference from 
above, cf. figure. 2  trajectories 6, 8 and 10, in which case the magnitude of the applied control signal 
),( Txuc  is larger than 
xu , x! uzuc ),( T  and thus 0),( 
x Txuu c . In the second, it may be drifting away from below, 
cf.  figure 2 trajectories 5, 7 and 9, and the magnitude of the applied control signal is less than  xu , x uzuc ),( T  and thus 
0),( !x Tzuu c .
Based on this simple analysis, we construct the rule base RB1 of the fuzzy estimator which is given in table I. The output of 
the FIS is the crisp value of the estimated control error. The crisp input variables are the current tracking error e(t) and the 
change of the tracking error )1()()(  tetetde . Introducing the fuzzy variables: ERROR(e), VARIATION  OF 
ERROR( de ) and CONTROL ERROR ( ueˆ ) each taking three fuzzy values: ZERO(Z), NEGATIVE(N) and POSITIVE( P).
Similarly, rule base RB2 for systems with negative static gain can be obtained in a similar manner, In order to completely 
define the fuzzy estimator, we first choose the shape of all the membership functions and their distribution on the universe 
of discourse as shown in figure. 3, where PZN ccc ,, , are the points where the membership functions reach their maximum.   
Table I. Rule base RB1. 
           e
de    N                      Z   P 
        N            N            N             Z 
        Z            N         Z            P 
        P            Z          P            P 
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After fuzzification and (prod, max) inference strategy, the crisp estimated control error 
crispue _ˆ  is computed through center of 
gravity defuzzification formula. We stress here that when the fuzzy control error is NEGATIVE, ZERO or POSITIVE, the 
fuzzy estimator provides at its output a crisp control error with a scaled magnitude that depends on the distribution of the 
membership function on the universe of discourse.  
                 )(vAP
                                             NEGATIVE         ZERO POSITIVE
                         1 
                            
                    
                        
                                                       cN                       cZ           cP
                          Fig. 3, Distribution of membership functions on the universe of discourse 
The crisp estimated control error is given by: 
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where )ˆ( uN eP , )ˆ( uZ eP  and )ˆ( uP eP  are the grades of membership to the fuzzy sets NEGATIVE, ZERO and POSITIVE. 
These are computed from the grades of membership of the error )(eNP , )(eZP  and )(ePP  and its variation )(deNP ,
)(deZP  and )(dePP  using the (prod, max) inference mechanism. The grades of membership of the error and its change 
are computed using the following formulas: 
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where v stands for the error )(te  or its change )(tde .
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4. Simulation results 
In this section, we present the results of the simulation of the proposed neural adaptive system for controlling the level of 
a tank in a commercially available three tanks system [15] and compare its performance to a PI controller. The three tanks 
system as depicted by figure. 4 is a benchmark process widely used for modelling and control strategies for nonlinear 
systems. It consists of three plexiglass cylinders T1, T2 and T3 with identical cross-sectional area A which are 
interconnected in series by two connecting pipes. The liquid leaving T2 is collected in a reservoir from which pumps 1 and 
2 (driven by DC motors) supply tanks T1 and T2 with flow rates Q1 and Q2. All three tanks are equipped with piezo-
resistive pressure transducer for measuring the level of the liquid ( 1L , 2L and 3L  in cm). The tanks are coupled by two 
connecting cylindrical pipes with a cross section S and an outflow coefficient 31 PP  . The nominal outflow is located at 
tank T2, it also has a circular cross section of S and an outflow coefficient 2P . The connecting pipes and the tanks are 
additionally equipped with manually adjustable valves and outlets for the purpose of simulating clogs as well as leaks. 
In this example, we will consider the Three Tank System as a SISO system, i.e., we will be interested to control the level 
2L  in the tank T2 by the flow rate Q2. 
                                                     
                                                        Fig. 4, Structure of the three tanks system 
The dynamic equation describing the SISO Three Tank System [15] is as follows: 
                                                                          222
2 2gLSQ
dt
dL
A P                                                                       (19) 
Where, )(5.0 2cmS  , 4896.032   PP , )(154
2cmA  , )/(100*81.9 2scmg  is the universal gravitation and 
2Lxy    is the level in tank.2. The reference signal will be 2Lmyxm m   .
    The RBF network has five radial basis functions. The controller parameters T  are initialised to random values in the 
interval [0    1]. The centres ic  ( i =1 to 5) of the basis functions are uniformly distributed in the interval [ aa/7     aa/35 ]
(where 25.1 aa  is a constant) and are adjusted using the k-means algorithm [19, 20, 21]. The RBF network has two inputs 
)]([][ 2221 mLekLzzzx
T     with ][ 22 LLme   and  2L  is the level in tank T2. The used basis functions are 
Gaussian functions under the form below 
                                                                                  )
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With 
2i
cxr   and a width 9 V .  The initial condition ( cmLx 0)0()0( 2   ) is used in the simulation. 
The other parameters are chosen as 12 J , 01.00  v , a step size 1 dt , 3.10  k  in order to have all roots of  0. 0   ks  in 
the open left-half plane. 
The fuzzy estimator of the control error has rule base RB1 since our system is of the first type described in section III. The 
corresponding parameters defining the membership functions as shown in figure. 3 are set to: 5.5 Nc , 0 Zc , 5.5 Pc
for the tracking error, 2.0 Nc , 0 Zc , 2.0 Pc  for the variation of error and 6.0 Nc , 0 Zc , 6.0 Pc  for the 
estimated control error. The performances of the proposed fuzzy adaptive controller are compared to those of a proportional 
integral PI controller with 5.7 pK  for the proportional action and 5.6 iT for the integral action. 
For the first case ( st 7000 d ), no perturbation is created. The results of the simulation are shown in figures 5 to 7, where 
those of the RBF_Mamdani controller are in dotted and those of the PI are in continuous with the reference signal in dashed. 
Figure. 5 shows the evolution of the controlled level 2L  in tank T2. It can be seen in the initial few samples that the 
response of the system leaded by the RBF_Mamdan controller has an overshoot compared to the PI response, but just after 
this time, the adaptation of the RBF_Mamdan system to the reference signal is quite fast and has less overshoot than the PI 
controller. From figure. 6, we can see that the control input of the RBF_Mamdani scheme is smooth and has less overshoot 
than the PI controller. Figure. 7 shows that the crisp estimated error provided by the RBF_Mamdani controller is smooth, 
confirming the smoothing property of the RBF_Mamdani systems. It also remains bounded and converges quite rapidly to a 
value close to zero. 
                     
            Fig. 5, The Level in tank T2 with the RBF-Mamdani                                                    Fig. 6, The control signal of the RBF-Mamdani 
                  controller (---) and with the PI controller ( ____)                                                               controller (---) and the PI controller ( ____)
               
 Fig. 7,  The corresponding estimated control error using the RBF-Mamdani controller 
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Also, in order to check the ability of our controller against perturbations, a clogging is created at time s700 , i.e., we 
close the nominal outflow valve of tank T2 with degree of %50 at time st 700 . In other words, in tank T2, the cross 
section S of the nominal outflow valve will take the value )(2/5.0 2cmS  at st 700  instead of the nominal 
value )(5.0 2cmS  .
Simulation results are shown in the remaining time interval ( st 1200700 dd ) of the same previous Figures. 5 and 7. 
From figure. 5, we can see that the disturbance is suppressed in a fast manner and with less overshoot by the RBF-Mamdani 
controller than by the PI controller. Figure. 6 shows the corresponding control signal of the RBF-Mamdani scheme (in 
dotted) and of the PI controller (in continuous). Figure. 7 shows that the crisp estimated error provided by the Mamdani 
estimator is always smooth and remains bounded and converges quite rapidly to a value close to zero. Observing all these 
figures, we can confirm the robust property of the proposed RBF-Mamdan scheme of control. 
5. Conclusion 
A  SISO direct neural adaptive control for a class of single input single output non linear systems has been introduced. A 
radial basis function system is used to approximate a feedback linearisation control law. The weight adaptation is derived 
from the minimisation of the control error and is based on a gradient descent algorithm. The unknown control error 
appearing in the adaptation laws is replaced by an estimate provided by Mamdani fuzzy inference system. The algorithm is 
applied in simulation for the control of the level in a three tanks system for different situations. The results are encouraging.
Moreover, this application of neural network system confirms their smoothing capability as shown by the simulation results. 
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